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New Editorial Team
Message from the Director's Desk:
Pleased to know new Editorial Team is working with passion
and immense commitment. New issue has now been published.
I wish you good luck...

To highlight and augment research being carried out at CEGMR,
“Genomexcell” was launched in the year 2008. Since then, it has
successfully underlined the achievements of the center involving
academic, scientific and related aspects. Many issues, since then have
been successfully published till 2014. However, due to unavoidable circumstances, there was a delay in the
publication of Genomexcell.
Once again the newsletter "Genomexcell" has been revived with the creation of new editorial team. The
following have taken charge of the responsibilities with new vigor and enthusiasm. Dr. Waseem Ahmad, Dr.
Mahmood Rasool, Dr. Shakeel Ahmed Ansari and Dr. Peter Natesan Pushparaj. The Board has deliberated its
priorities and policies.
The team had meetings with the Director, Professor M.H. Al-Qahtani,
Patron
quite often and feels encouraged by his assurance to extend all possible help
H.E.Proffessor Osama Sadik Tayeb for the newsletter team. With the blessings of entire CEGMR fraternity, the
new team makes a passionate appeal to extend active cooperation and
contribution in highlighting their research, and academic and scientific
Editor In Chief
achievements. Please feel free to come forward and interact with editorial
Dr. Mohammed H. Al Qahtani
CEGMR Executive Director
board members, so that these features could be highlighted in the newsletter.

Editorial Board Advisors

The present team takes this opportunity to acknowledge the valuable
services and commendable efforts put by earlier teams.

Dr. Adel M. Abuzenadah
Dr. Adeel G Choudary
Dr. Mamdooh Qari

Editorial Board
Prof. Waseem Ahmad
Dr. Mahmood Rasool
Dr. Shakeel Ahmed Ansari
Dr. Peter Natesan Pushparaj

Designser
Reem Mohammed Bashmail
Huda Salah Al-Nahdi

Approval of National Institute of Genomics (NIG)
Notwithstanding the fact that major contribution in biomedical research
advancement is emanating from west in the past two decades, countries, like
Japan, China, South Korea and more recently India are contributing
significantly to the research in Basic and Applied Biosciences. This
development in biomedical research is expected to create research
infrastructure and research attitude. The present endeavor would further
augment the work force of committed and well trained students/scientists.
This need was felt for quite some time and addressed to by CEGMR, of late.
Prof. Mohammed Husain AlQahtani, Director CEGMR, with his relentless
efforts was successful with a leap forward in this direction. He proudly
announced in a meeting held on April 27, 2015, about the informal approval
of National Institute of Genomics (NIG) by the Ministry of Higher
Education, KSA. He further apprised of the joining of Prof. Waseem Ahmad
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of Muslim University, Aligarh, India as a Consultant and Cocoordinator for the establishment of NIG. The NIG has already taken a
step forward, as this Institute has been approved in the Council of
Deanship very recently. In the same meeting, CEGMR Director
recommended the creation of MS and PhD programs in the Institute.
The proposal includes the creation of five Departments. These are:
Department of Medical and Functional Genomics, Department of
Reproductive and Developmental Genomics, Department of
Bioinformatics, Department of Pharmacogenomics and Department of
Regenerative Medicine. Each of these will respectively be taken care of by Dr. Ashraf Dallol, Dr. Mohammad
Abu Elmagd, Dr. Sajjad Karim, Dr. Mohammad Alam Jafri and Dr. Kalamegam Gauthaman.
Since then a considerable progress has been made through a series of meeting with Director, Co-coordinator
and Heads of the departments. In these meetings, it was agreed that MS programs of each Department will be
separate; however, semester I, would engage students in a common module before advancing to specialized
courses of each Department. These courses are agreed upon mutually
and include: Cell and Molecular Biology, Genetics and Genome
Biology, Bioinformatics, Research Methodology and Biostatistics.
Course content and basic description is prepared. The remaining three
semesters are Department specific, and are coming up with four to five
courses each for semester II and III with allocation of 2-3 credits to
individual course, making about ten credits for each semester totaling
forty credits in all. The IV semester, would entirely be devoted to thesis
base research comprising ten credits. Further, an elective module is
recommended preferably within the Genomic Institute.
In a relatively recent meeting (11.5.15) Director, addressing coordinator and heads dwelt upon other aspects
like students intake, incentives to student and more importantly with the hope to meet the deadline set for the
creation of all MS and PhD courses of National Genomics Institute. The guest attendance of Prof. Abdul Rehman
Frajellah and Prof Sufian Asouli is highly acknowledged in some of the meetings.
An all-important meeting was held with Director on 26th May, the first draft of some of the Departments was
reviewed. Prof. Angel Carracedo from Spain on invitation by Prof. Qahtani took part in deliberations. The draft is
to be presented in a high level university meeting as the ongoing process of approval. On 4th June 2015, where
Director, Coordinator, Deputy Director, all Heads and a galaxy of faculty was present, Dr. Alam Jafri, Dr.
Gautam and Dr. Sajjad Karim presented their progress. A session of long discussion was followed lasting two
hours.

Recent promotions at Center of Excellence in Genomic Medicine Research (CEGMR)
CEGMR has acquired recent promotions for full Professorship and Associate Professorship to some of its
members. The selection was on the basis of academic merit and skills, scientific contributions and research
projects earned and their outcome. CEGMR congratulates them. The list includes Dr. Mohammed Hussein
Alqahtani, Dr. Adel Abuzenadah, Dr. Adeel Gulzar Chaudhary, Dr. Mamdooh Qari and Dr. Abdelbaset
Buhmeida who were promoted as Professors. In addition to that, Dr. Ashraf Dallol and Dr. Hans Juergen Schulten
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were granted Associate Professorship position for their outstanding scientific contributions and publications.
Editorial team joins them in congratulating them all and wishes them luck in future. It will be perfectly in order to
present here their academic contributions in brief:

Prof. Mohammed Hussein Al-Qahtani
His research interests lies in molecular cytogenetic based diagnostics for cancer and
other related diseases. Much of the work relates to the field of genomics, cytogenetics
and molecular genetics and biobanking. Dr. Al-Qahtani's current investigations include
characterizing and stratifying the tumors, identification of biomarkers useful in
diagnosis and prognosis. He is interested in promoting the identification of molecular
targets for the development of effective pharmacological intervention. He has already
made significant headway in identifying the molecular causes of genetic diseases
predominant in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. To add on that, he strives to establish a relevant set of biomarkers in
the diagnosis, prognosis or treatment. He has numerous publications in outstanding international peer-reviewed
journals. He has attended numerous workshops and symposia nationally and internationally; besides useful five
international conferences. As a research guide, he supervised many MSc and PhD students. Dr. Qahtani is a
member of several international and local professional societies. Currently, serving as a Director, Center of
Excellence in Genomic Medicine Research and also able to create National Institute if Genomics – an
achievement par excellence.

Prof. Adel Abuzenadah
His major research interests lies in the area of thrombophilia, thalassemia, sickle-cell
anemia and pre-implantation genetics. He has published his research in several scientific
journals of national and international repute. Widely travelled- he attended many
conferences in Saudi Arabia and abroad. His research outcome is commendable. He is
known for his very active role in establishing a number of advance research units for
medical genetic research, including the Technology and Innovation Centre which
expected to have excellent impact on human diseases including infertility treatment
research with a state-of-art animal house research facility. Currently, he is serving as the Dean, Faculty of Applied
Medical Sciences.

Prof. Adeel Gulzar Chaudhary
His research area focuses on genotyping of TNF and IL-1 gene cluster and development
of high throughput technology application in human diseases and functional studies. He
is currently engaged in identifying candidate genes involved in the etiology of different
neurogenetic disorders such as Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, Spinal Muscular
Atrophy, Myotonic Dystrophy, mental retardation, Alzheimer type-2 and 3, Huntington's
chorea and Epilepsy. He has commendable research on these diseases amply shown by
many research publications and seminar presentations.
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Prof. Mamdouh Abdullah Gari
Gari His research interest lies in molecular and medical applications of medical
pathology. He is known for carrying out pioneering research work in the area of
hematopoietic stem cells and leukemia stem cells to understand the genetic basis of
hematological disorder. His work has been published in many peer-reviewed
international journals and equally successfully presented his outstanding work in several
national and international conferences. Nice gentleman as he is, like above, Board offers
all of them congratulations; and also others, who follows: i.e

Prof. Abdelbaset Buhmeida
His research area focuses on the role of different histological, clinical and biological
markers in the evaluation of prognosis of cancers and the relation of these markers with
clinical features by applying advanced Omics platforms such as NGS, digital PCR and
Microarray technologies. He has published his research in several scientific journals of
repute, apart from presenting his excellent work in several conferences. He is also
looking after many service units such as Immunohistochemistry Unit and the
Bioimaging Unit. He has been involved in developing Biobank, a core facility in
Genomic Medicine Research Center.

Dr. Ashraf Dallol (Associate Professor)
His research interest lies in cancer research by utilizing genetic and epigenetic
approaches. He has many high-quality publications, frequently cited with a high HIndex. He is also involved in epigenetic profiling of cancer and elucidating the molecular
mechanisms in congenital hearing loss.
He played a pivotal role in establishing the hearing loss program and established very
useful collaborations. His current research utilizes next-generation sequencing
technology to perform whole-genome sequencing, whole-exome sequencing and
genome-wide methylation analysis.

Dr. Hans-Juergen Schulten (Associate Professor)
His pioneering work includes the transcriptional and translational regulation of the
developmental proacrosin gene by in vitro and in vivo studies. Since then, he has
switched on to the field of tumor biology. He has published his research in several
scientific journals of national and international repute and presented his work in several
conferences. He also supervises the Affymetrix Microarray Service Unit. He is
successfully looking after Microarray (Agilent) Service Unit. His research interest lies
in cancer genomics and other aspects of genomic screening.
Once again, the entire CEGMR Faculty extends congratulations and good wishes on the promotion of our fellow
staff members. Qudos to them.
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Visits and Lectures by Distinguished Professors
Prof.Nobutaka Hirokawa
Prof. Hirokawa specializes in Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics and has a
good grip in Structural Biology and Biophysics. He has about numerous research
articles published in peer reviewed journals, including Nature, Cell, Science, PNAS
and Neurosciences etc. He delivered two lectures on 20th and 22nd of April, 2015.
The gist:

Lectures on: Kinesin Super Family KIFs Proteins and Disease
Professor Nobutaka Hirokawa in his first lecture 21st April spoke on Kinesin
super family KIF proteins and diseases. He began his lecture by explaining the
structure of cerebellum, intracellular protein transport and the molecular
mechanism involved therein. He further explained the role of KIFs as a cargo. He very elaborately discussed the
deletion of the KIFs leading to many kinds of diseases manifested as Epilepsy and malfunctions. Infact, he
explained that: "the KIFs control brain wiring". He supplemented the live images of transport of mitochondria
and plasma protein transport and dendrites.
He observed: the horizontal neurites characteristic of wild type experimental model exhibited normal axonal
branching. This was highlighted by time lapse imaging. He further explained how the cell body cannot migrate
well and that KIF2A actually function in growth cone. He talked about the human MCD mouse model wherein
KIF2A deficient pathogenesis was highlighted. The KIFA is due to the gene located on 5q12 causing neuronal
diseases.
Genetically, tubulin and tubulin related gene knockout (KO) mice are inflicted with coordination
disturbances. Consequently therefore, KO neonatal mice were unable to roll out. That, as he observed, indicate
KIF2A-MCD-tubulino-pathis, including hippocampus sclerosis especially in two week-KIF2A-KO. Finally, to
know abnormal circuit by electrophysiology results, he concluded: KIFs are good way to study neuronal
malfunction.

Lecture on: Role of Molecular Markers in Disease
nd

The second lecture by Prof. Hirokawa, delivered on the 22 of April, was on the role of molecular markers in
diseases. The consequences of KIF5A, KIF13A and KIF 19A was discussed in detail and shown to be linked with
various kinds of neurological diseases.
Earlier professor Hirokawa was introduced to distinguished gathering and young Faculty and other CEGMR
staff by Prof.Waseem Ahmad. Young Faculty and staff posed probing questions and a good interactive session
was followed. Those attended his lectures included: Prof.Adeel Chaudhary, Prof. Abdelbaset, Prof.Waseem
Ahmad, Dr.Ibtessam, Dr.Farid Ahmad, Dr.Mohammed Abu-Elmagd, Dr.Mourad Assidi, Dr.Imran Naseer,
Dr.Mahmood Rasool, Dr.Gauthaman, Dr.Hans Schulten, Dr.Peter Natesan Pushparaj and other CEGMR staff
members.
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Prof.Ali Mobasheri
Professor Ali Mobasheri, another distinguished professor visited CEGMR on
April 15, 2015 and delivered a lecture on the topic mentioned. Dr.Ali is the
Professor of Musculoskeletal Physiology and presently Heads the Department of
Pre-Clinical Sciences at the University of Surrey, UK. He is serving on the editorial
boards of various Biomedical journals in the area of osteoarthritis and
musculoskeletal disorders.

Lecture on: Writing and Submitting Research Papers
Professor Ali Mobasheri was introduced to CEGMR Faculty and staff by
Professor Waseem Ahmad. He began his lecture with the information on the intricacies involved with the
editorial process: that how the editorial office and associate editors carry out their responsibilities and interact
with the reviewers for their inputs. He stressed that while publishing, one should make sure that work is
authentic, chosen journal is authentic, guidelines of journals are considered carefully and importantly, one must
be familiar with the review process. All these information help to avoid unnecessary complications.
He cautioned to avoid counterfeit publications as numerous such journals are around, and even advised to
keep a list of such journals. He elaborately discussed what makes a good paper: developing hypothesis,
dependable experiment design, logical outcomes and clear figures and tables – are some of the important
characteristics.
He gave important tips where from to start the submission process. He discussed elaborately about the
essential elements of the manuscript. Among all these, he was of the view that titles be decided after much debate
and abstract should be written at the end. Unacceptable images, bad quality figures, inappropriate citations,
plagiarism annoys editors and hence, should be avoided.
At the end he further pinpointed as to how to write methods, results, data presentation, discussion,
introduction, references, title and abstract (in this order). For abstract, he advised; it should be in a single
paragraph, data not be included and always try to improve in successive revisions.
His lecture was well attended; those present were Prof. Abdelbaset, Prof.Waseem Ahmad, Dr.Ibtessam,
Dr.Farid Ahmad, Dr.Mohammed Abu-Elmagd, Dr.Mourad Assidi, Dr.Imran Naseer, Dr.Mahmood Rasool, Dr.
Kalamegan Gauthaman, Dr.Hans Schulten, Dr.Peter Natesan Pushparaj (names appear in the order of sitting) and
ladies and other CEGMR staff members. Many interesting questions were answered satisfactorily.

Dr. Muhammad Abu-Elmagd

Presentation at the Annual Joint meeting of British Society
for Cell Biology (BSCB) and British Society for Developmental Biology (BSDB)
Dr Muhammad Abu-Elmagd, an Associate Professor of Developmental Genomics at CEGMR, attended the
Annual Joint meeting of British Society for Cell Biology (BSCB) and British Society for Developmental
Biology (BSDB) from 12th to 15th April, 2015 held at the Conference Centre, University of Warwick, Coventry,
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UK. The meeting marks the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the
British Society for Cell Biology. The conference provided a unique
forum to socialize with a wide cross-section of the Cell and
Developmental Biology communities. The meeting featured plenary
and parallel sessions, with an outstanding line up of speakers from
around the world. The conference's plenary lecture was presented by
Professor Brigid Hogan, FRS and Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz. Dr
Abu-Elmagd also presented a poster titled ''Nucleostemin expression
suggests a potential dual role in development and cancer''. The poster
represents an ongoing study at CEGMR in collaboration with some members of the CEGMR cancer research
group including Prof. Mohammed Al-Qahtani, CEGMR Director, Prof. Mamdooh Gari, Prof. Abdelbaset
Buhmeida and Dr Ashraf Dallol.

Dr. Mourad Assidi

An invited speaker at the prestigious ISBER international meeting in Phoenix, AZ, USA
In the International Society for Biological and Environmental
Repositories (ISBER) Annual Meeting held between 5 to 9 May, 2015
in Phoenix, Arizona (AZ), USA, Dr.Mourad Assidi delivered a
pioneering talk on “Reuse of DNA extracted from already
immunostained formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) slides:
Technique refinement and application in downstream molecular
analysis in cancer”. He showed that a high quality DNA could be
obtained and successfully reused in methylation profiling. Hence, for
CTNNB1 sequencing, a clean DNA chromatograms with evenly spaced
peaks, each with only one color were obtained with enough concordance rate between CDH1 methylation and ECadherin membranous expression pattern. The promising technique and its study assumes significance as it
recycles and reuses DNA from IHC stained slides with suitable concentration and integrity as stating biomolecule
for further downstream molecular applications. His findings were well received. The work was appreciated being
useful in the field of biorepositories and bio specimen science and management. The conference further provided
him to exchange views with well-known scientists.

INSTRUMENTS: NEW ADDITION
The CEGMR has a proud lineage of acquiring latest instruments from time to time. In the past few months,
many instruments like MAGPIX Multiplexing System, SpectraMax i3 Multimode reader, and AquaMax 4000
microplate washer were acquired. Their important details and uses are presented:

MAGPIX Multiplexing System
The MAGPIX multiplex ELISA system has been the latest one acquired from Life Technologies, USA.
Traditionally, single-analyte, or singleplex, protein detection methods such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent
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assays (ELISA) or western blotting have been used sequentially to
analyze multiple intracellular and extracellular proteins. Although
well-established, these techniques are time-consuming, sampledepleting and costly when used to measure numerous markers per
sample. The new Luminex® MAGPIX® system is a compact
fluorescent detection system suitable for medium-throughput
multiplex immunoassays. The MAGPIX® system immobilizes beads
with magnetic force, excites them using light-emitting diodes (LEDs),
and detects beads and analytes using a CCD camera. The result is a
more compact and robust. Based on proven xMAP® technology, this
instrument will provide a platform for simple multiplexing of
immunoassays with enhanced reproducibility.

(Source: LifeTechnologies, USA)

SpectraMax i3 MultiMode Reader
The SpectraMax i3 Multimode Reader has been inducted from
Molecular Devices, USA. It features three sensitive broad detection
modes: luminescence, absorbance, and fluorescence. These features
expand the system's detection capability. The system is highly versatile
and has many options. The instrument can capture the data and analyse
it using Molecular Devices' proprietary, industry-leading SoftMax®
Pro Software. It is new version, have updated interface and Spectral
Optimization Wizard simplifying the workflow and provides powerful
data analysis features, eliminating the need for training on additional
software. The SpectraMax i3 System is also available for use in GMP
and GLP labs when used with the SoftMax® Pro 6.3 GxP Microplate
Data Compliance Software.

(Source: Molecular Devices, USA)

AquaMax 4000 Plate Washer

AquaMax 4000 plate washer from Molecular
Devices (Source: Molecular Devices, USA)

Also obtained from Molecular Devices, the AquaMax® 4000
Microplate Washer is configurable for microplate-washing
applications. For biochemical assays, it can be used to remove unbound
material and unreacted reagents in microplate wells, and is compatible
with SBS-conforming polystyrene and polypropylene micro plates of
variable shapes. This model has been preferred as the AquaMax
Washers configure easily to meet our current and future, higher density
microplate application requirements. Two or four-fluid inlets with
matching color-coded tubing facilitate quick assembly of the buffer
and solution bottles and allow multiple wash protocols to be run
without switching bottles. Importantly, it can also be used in
conjunction with magnetic adapter plates to wash the magnetic beads
used in highly multiplexed assays.
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REVIEW OF THE BOOK
Genetics and Genomics
By Prof.Waseem Ahmad*
Reviewers:
Prof. Mohammed Husain Al Qahtani
Dr.Mahmood Rasool
Dr.Peter Natesan Pushparaj

The transformation of genetics to genomics, and then moving out of the
laboratory to the health and medicine sector, is incredible. Integration of rapid
advances of genetics from traditional to radical applications has translated into an
expected growth. The trail-blazing progress in the field of genetics and genomics in
recent times has created urgent need for a comprehensive outlook to delineate the
integration and advances. This is precisely the mainstay of the present work.
The book organizes and features a wide range of topics on the subject currently taught at universities and
colleges known nationally and internationally. It focuses on the finer aspects of genetics, molecular biology and
genomics. An exhaustive account of recent trends in the subject, collectively and individually, has been rendered
in a manner that is bound to create great interest. The presentation is well-organized: the key terms, concept
outline and chapter introduction give a quick overview of the material within, and carries along the reader
smoothly to deeper knowledge intellectually engineered fractured contents. Coloured figures, illustrations, and
micrographs would be very helpful and they almost instantly supplement a spontaneous understanding of the
facts. Each chapter concludes with a summary for quick revision, and provides an opportunity for testing and
retention of knowledge through comprehensive thought-provoking review questions.
The book is divided into five parts: Part one integrates the trends of genetic transformation from Mendelian
genetics to subsequent extensions, modifications and exceptions covering many organisms, probes into multiple
alleles and polygenic inheritance, and further dwells into complicated areas of inheritance in organellar genetic
systems. It includes a discussion of new leads in Mendel's findings. Chromosomal and molecular approaches
have been unified. Part two covers issues related to the distribution of genetic material. It elucidates linkage and
crossing over, molecular aspects of the cell cycle, detailed events of the M-phase and genetic consequences of
structural and functional aspects of genetic material. It includes the molecular biology of DNA, the fine details of
DNA replication, an exhaustive account of DNA repair mechanisms, mutations and, the molecular origin and
consequences of gene mutations. Part four identifies and discusses many complex issues of genome expression.
Details of RNA synthesis, processing and editing, translation, protein synthesis, nucleosome remodelling and the
role of chaperone and chaperonins in modifications of polypeptides are expounded here. Regulation of genome
expression, different operons, and modifications of gene expression at transcriptional and translations levels are
analyzed. It further goes on to present an elaborate view of recombinant DNA technology and its inevitable
impact on the human healthcare sector and agriculture. Part five, the final part, integrates approaches in applied
genetics. Human genetics addresses the complex problem of birth defects, genetic diseases, biochemical
disorders, and metabolism defects. It suggests ameliorating measures and sharpens the focus on genetic
counseling. The recent citing of RNAi involving sickle cells and ENCODE's findings stand out clearly. This part
also touches upon human population genetics, dealing mainly with the ways of calculating and estimating the
gene and genotype frequencies and equilibrium and determining forces that disrupt the equilibrium. The
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relationship between CCR5-Δ32 genotypes and AIDS susceptibility is the most recent addition.
*About the Author:
Prof. Waseem Ahmad is currently working as the Professor and Head of the Division of Genetics at Aligarh
Muslim University (AMU), Aligarh. He has been teaching genetics, cell biology and molecular biology to MS and
PhD students since three decades. Presently, he is working as Professor in CEGMR. His earlier visit to the CEGMR
was between 2006 to 2009 as Consultant and worked as Professor of Medical Biology and Professor of Biological Sciences. He
co-authored books on Human Medical Biology and AIDS: Problems and Approaches. All are well received in academia.

Research Updates on Medicine and Science
Genetically engineered bacteria for cancer theraphy
The familiar Salmonella typhimurium – the bacteria better known
for food poisoning and sepsis, can now be beneficial to human. Roy
Curtiss of Arizona State University, thus reported in American Societies
for Microbiology Journal. The bacterium has intrinsic anti-tumor effect
and can colonize solid tumors there by killing cells. While doing so, a
delicate balance is required between exploiting its ability to kill cells
and to be safer at the same time for patients from its harmful food
poisoning activity. This is achieved by knocking out genes
lipopolysachharides (LPS) - responsible for sepsis – a life threatening
act by harming LPS of outer membrane. A mutant strain is prepared which can kill tumor cells and results in
shrinking tumors but causing no disease. However, the mutant has lesser ability to colonize on tumor cells. To
enhance this ability, an inducible arabinose promoter is supplemented to genetically modified strain. When
injected in mouse, this allowed no harm to normal cells but affected colonies of tumor cells and turns toxic. The
transition from benign to invasive Salmonella having no effect on normal cells, but toxic type to cancerous cells
occurs very rapidly in tumor cells – explanation given to rapid growth and cell division. This therapy can be given
in conjunction to chemotherapy.
Source:- The Hindu (Nat. Newspaper, India, 15.04.2015)

DNA differences influence gene activity and disease susceptibility
Researchers funded by the National Institutes of Health Genotype
Tissue Expression (GTEx) have created a new and much anticipated
data resource to help establish that how the differences in an individual's
genomic make-up can affect gene activity and contribute to disease. The
new lead will enable scientists to examine the underlying genomics of
many different human tissues and cells at the same time, and promises
to open new avenues to the study and understand the human biology.
GTEx investigators reported initial findings from a two-year pilot
study in several papers appearing online, in Science, Bioinformatics,
PLoS Computational Biology and Genome Research. These efforts provide new insights into how genomic
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variants - inherited spelling differences in the DNA code - control this mechanism and how genes are turned on
and off in different tissues, and can predispose people to diseases such as cancer, heart complications and
diabetes. (Source:- http://www.genome.gov/27561520)

Organ damage after heart attack and stroke
Succinate - a molecule made as the body breaks down sugars and
fats - can cause long-term damage to organs following a heart attack,
stroke or transplant. This is claimed by new research involving
University College London scientists. During a heart attack or stroke, a
clot can starve the heart or brain of blood and oxygen, causing
irreversible damage. Further damage occurs when the clot is dislodged
and blood rushes back into the organ. The reason for this was not clear
till now. The recent study published in Nature shows succinate
accumulates at an abnormally high level inside the organ when blood
flow is limited. As the flow returns, the succinate drives the generation of harmful molecules, called oxygen free
radicals, responsible for damaging the cells and extends the area of injury in the organ. The succinate causes
damage to a wide range of tissues in this way. This aspect can be an important area for future therapies to protect
multiple organs from injury. The researchers identified the increase in succinate by measuring a range of
different chemicals in the vital organs of mice before and after heart attack and stroke by metabolomics.
(Source:- https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/news-articles/1114/061114-organ-damage)

Parental influence on gene activity
Complex traits such as height and susceptibility to common
diseases like diabetes and heart disease usually stem from a complicated
mix of genetics and lifestyle. While changes in many genes themselves
play a role, small variations in DNA sequences near genes that control
when and how much a gene is turned on and off, or expressed. In order to
observe the variation affecting the gene activity, several strains of mice
were crossbred and examined for regulatory DNA and gene activity in
brain and other tissues. In most cases, the mouse genes had variations in
the nearby regulatory DNA that affects gene activity. As the genes are
inherited in pairs, or alleles, with one allele from each parent, the gene activity due to the genetic contributions
from either parent can be compared. In 95 genes in the brain found depended more on being inherited from one
parent than the other - a process called imprinting. This was true for thousands of genes in the brain where a
slightly greater expression of genes were inherited from the father than from the mother. The findings were
published in the journal Nature Genetics and provide new insights into the effects and roles of genetic variation
and parental influence on gene activity in mice and humans.
(Source:- http://www.genome.gov/27560841)

Readers should feel free to write their views, opinions and feelings directly to the
Editor by email: cegmr.info@kau.edu.sa

